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RESULTS

Critical to ensure agricultural stakeholders are equipped with necessary 

skills and knowledge (Doerfert, 2011)

Employability skills are in need of curricular enhancement (Garton & 

Robinson, 2006)

Alumni perspectives are useful for connecting workplace and classroom 

in terms of curriculum and skills (Sprecker & Rudd, 1997)

 Previous literature shows that an array of skills and abilities are 

important for agricultural capstone course instructors to implement and 

for agricultural graduates to possess upon entering the workforce-

Crunkilton, Cepica & Fluker (1997); Garton, Robinson,Vaughn (2007); 

Litzenberg & Schneider (1987); Perry, Paulsen, & Retallick (2015)

Finch and Crukilton’s (1999) Systems Program Model for 

Program Evaluation

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

 The following research questions guided this study:

 What are alumni’s perspectives regarding their engagement when 

they were enrolled in the Ag 450 course?

 What are alumni’s perspectives regarding the relevancy of course 

topics covered in the Ag 450 course?

 How have alumni transferred skills learned in Ag 450 to current 

employment or work in the agricultural industry? 

 The purpose of this study was to describe Ag 450 alumni perspectives 

regarding the skills learned and how they have transferred or utilized 

those skills in the agricultural workforce.

Research Design 

 Qualitative research utilizing a case study design

 Individual, in-depth, semi-structured interviews 

conducted with alumni of Ag 450

 Interviews contained a series of guiding questions 

inquiring about experiences in the Ag 450 course and 

the transferability of those skills

 Participants were required to be 3-8 years removed from 

ISU graduation

Required to be involved in the workforce for a minimum 

of 3 years

Guiding Questions Utilized for Interviews

What did you enjoy most about the Ag 450 course when you 

were enrolled?

Can you describe some of the most important skills that you 

learned in Ag 450?

Can you explain how you have applied those skills in your 

current field or interest area? 

Demographic Data

 10 total participants including 9 males and 1 female

Age of participants ranged from 24 – 30 years old

 Professional experiences of alumni included: Precision agriculture, 

extension and outreach programming, cattle operations, row-crop 

operation, agricultural technology sales, government relations, seed 

and chemical sales, land management

➢Two common themes were discovered, based on the results of the 

interviews. Value of the Ag 450 curriculum and Application of skills 

learned. 

➢An adaption of Finch and Crunkilton’s (1999) systems program model 

was created, representing the findings of this study and the Ag 450 farm.

➢Results confirm Ag 450 provides tangible-type value and applicable 

learning experiences for students.

➢Students are learning and applying technical skills (swine management, 

machinery operations, and agricultural finances).

➢Students are learning and applying professional skills (decision making,; 

relationship building, responsibility, and loyalty). 

 Study limited to the ISU Ag 450 course and the alumni who 

participated in the study

 Results should not be generalized to other areas of the United States 

as the Ag 450 farm and the participants are closely tied to Midwest 

agriculture

 Study was limited to employment areas of the alumni and not a full 

representation of all agricultural industry sectors

 Relationships among course instructors, departments, colleges, and 

its alumni are critical to gaining course feedback

 Recommended course instructors facilitate more alumni and student 

interaction such as hosting Ag 450 alumni as guest speakers

 Recommended to continue working with Ag 450 alumni to gain 

feedback related to transferability of skills learned in the Ag 450 

course

Themes Discovered

 ”Value of the Ag 450 curriculum”

 “Application of skills learned”

RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Valuable Ag 450 Alumni Quotes

 “Our family farm didn’t have equipment with 

GPS but transitioned to GPS about a year 

after graduation, so I was able to help with 

that when our equipment was upgraded on 

our farm…it wasn’t a high-pressure 

environment that allowed us to ask 

questions.”

 “I work with a lot of elected officials and 

growers…having the knowledge of the 

profitability and working of the farm is 

important…growing up, we weren’t really 

involved on the business aspect of the farm so 

the Ag 450 farm taught us the business aspect 

and gives you a glimpse of everything you 

might experience in your future career.” 

 “I started to implement SOP’s (Standard 

Operating Procedures) on my own operation 

with family and employees such as the angle 

that you are supposed to rip/till your field 

at…there was a trial at Ag 450 to determine 

best headings/angle for tillage. We now use 

those same headings at home on our own 

operation. The first year I was back, we 

started doing that and everybody was content 

with why we were doing it and it seemed to 

work pretty good.”
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